1974 honda tl 125

Discussion in ' Trials ' started by Steve Young , Oct 18, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider.
Sponsor News! Check it out today. Steve Young , Oct 18, Hello there, I just picked up one of
these and it is in pretty good shape and looks like it is original. Any tips, hints, parts leads or
general info, bullshit appreciated. Brunow - , Oct 18, Joined: Oct 26, Oddometer: Add bigger
rear sprocket for easy to use on steep rocks TLtrials , Oct 18, Good looking bike Steve. It kind of
depends what you want to do with the little TL, plonk around and have fun or compete in
vintage trials events? Like Brunow said, gearing is one of the first things to do, the stock
gearing is too high. Get the bike set up and comfortable for you- look into weld on foot peg
extensions. Also, depending on your height new bars and maybe riser blocks. For me a set of
Domino bars and 1" custom risers made by a local machine shop. Steering is a little slower than
some of the TYs and other european trials machines of the era. You either get used to it, or
lower the fork height a little if it is an issue. To be competitive, new tires would be a must,
depending on the wear and age of the tires that are on it. Aftermarket shocks can help a lot.
Check the points as needed, keep the oil changed, and the air filter clean and it will run forever.
Here are some links to companies that can give the TL some love. One of my favorite bikes too!
I currently have a TL but I don't like it half as much as the As already been said, if you want to
compete in Vintage and be competitive you will need the aformentioned mods. Just to plonk
around on: adjust the chain, choose your tire pressure and change the oil. You might want take
the side covers off and wrap them in cotton balls! Brunow - , Oct 19, ADV Sponsors. Steve
Young , Oct 19, Thanks for the replies guys. TLtrials that's a nice looking bike too. Few
questions. I hope you don't mind. What levers are those? Is the clutch pull better than standard
it's not really a one finger jobbie on the original one Planning 12 - 60 Gearing, will that be ok or
too low. Lots of sprocket choices out there. Looks like you have some sort of chain tensioner
there, is that original? I'm not sure how serious I'm gonna get. Last time I had a trials bike was
about 26 yrs ago!!! I bought it mainly for a winter project and for a putt around. But you never
know. Memories of my Bultaco Sherpa T days are coming back already. That was an awesome
bike. Any special tools required. I heard you need something to pull the centrifugal oil filter? Is
the fly wheel hard to come off, or do you need the correct puller? Everything else I'm happy to
attack. Ordered new points and a few other bits and pieces already. What oil would you
recommend? It needs tyres the sidewalls are cracked. Idle and just off idle throttle response is
kinda ropey, I haven't investigated the carb yet. Air screw setting? Timing out? Have heard that
some people fit carb from XR , don't know the validity of that one thou. Anyways The strip down
and look over will be starting soon. I did hear that the side panels were like hen's teeth, he, he. It
might be an idea to stash them. This site is great, amazes me what comes up. Thanks again
Steve. TLtrials , Oct 19, Steve, I don't mind at all, glad to help with what I know and that could be
suspect! Clutch pull- The levers are MSR clutch levers the brake is a flipped over clutch lever.
They have three positions for the cable end to fit that help vary the lever pull. They help a little,
but it is still a stiff clutch. Make sure you lube the cable good with some graphite or cable lube
system. Some guys have lengthened the arm at the engine, and that solves the problem, but it
has not been that big of a problem for me. At least 60 is on the rear, and I think it is a 12 on the
front. The chain tensioner is a sammy miller universal that I hacked up and modified to fit on the
TL swing arm. It has been on it for years and not give any trouble. Tools - You should be able to
get the oil spanner and the small displacement Honda flywheel puller from Parts Canada
through any local dealer. Mine came from Parts Unlimited, they are aftermarket and work fine. I
did buy the motion pro feeler gauge and valve adjustment tool. They make it much easier to
check and adjust the valves as needed. The mechanic that done my boring swears by it. I never
could get the hiccup out of the stock carb. It looks very similar to the carb off of an XR, but I am
not for sure. It came jetted properly, bolt up and ready to go. It works perfect and is spot on with
the big bore kit. Yes - Hide your side panels! My stock panels and tank were trashed on my bike.
I made the aluminum side panels and bought a Sammy Miller tank. If you get into it and
something comes up shoot me a PM and I will help if I can. Steve Young , Oct 20, Thanks
TLtrials , Appreciate all the info. Ebay and various other outlets have been getting a serious
hitting the past few days I'm actually looking forwards to snow and 's in Calgary now. Lots to
keep me busy over the winter. Seems like I could spend a packet on it. Got it for a good price
and planning keeping it. See what happens. Cheers for now. Garthe , Oct 20, Joined: Nov 27,
Oddometer: 4, Location: Arizona. Questions, are these hard to find read, low production
numbers? What price range are they? Why did I ask They do crop up, but I was looking for one
locally and scored a good one. I bought it 2 days after it was advertised. And there were a few
others lined up after me. One guy was even gonna travel from Ontario just to see it. Thats a long
long way from Calgary!!! I'm not sure. Maybe someone else will chime in. They did come with
lighting kits in europe I know for sure. Lots were made as far as I know. People are just hanging
on to them. Joined: Aug 23, Oddometer: 2, Location: Finally back in paradise While prepping it

for resale, I took it out briefly for a quick riding impression, in an adjoining paved parking lot.
Naturally I attempted a wheel loft and unlike every bike before or since, was instantly able to
find the perfect balance point and modulate a safe and enjoyable wheelie, with just the throttle
alone. The little four stroke's output was so gentle, linear and forgiving, that that brief ride is
still vivid in my memory. My RL at that time, was forgiving of my limited skills in carrying
lengthy wheelies, but didn't impart that totally natural feel of modulating the balance point, like
that lovely TL It would be worthwhile owning one, if only to just engage in endless catwalks
JeffPM , Oct 20, Joined: Jan 25, Oddometer: They weren't rare and I see them come up often
enough. Conditions range from barely above parts bikes to really nice ones. As mentioned, they
are well balanced with nice linear power and I'd pull long wheelies. Very rugged, too. If I had a
convenient place to ride dirt around here, I'd pick one up again. Thanks Steve I can see one in
my future or should I say Steve Young , Oct 21, Hey Garthe, Funny you mentioned it. I'am
planning to get one of those Oset electric trial bikes for my daughter next year don't tell the
missus so we can have a play around. If she progresses the TL would become hers. Then
Daddy can get another one. Steve Young , Nov 25, Now for the problem. It looks like and have
pretty much confirmed through another inmate that the points base plate is fitted deg out.
Currently points are sitting bottom right when looking at them. I believe that they should sit top
left. Am I right in thinking that the cam spocket or cam has been installed incorrectly? Tried
putting the base plate in the assumed correct position and the bike would not fire after installing
the new points. Put it back the way it was and it fired up. I want to check the timing but if the
cam sprocket or cam are installed incorrectly then static timing will be hard to do. Should I get
hold of a timing light and check it that way? Any suggestions appreciated Cheers Steve. Joined:
Jun 23, Oddometer: 1, Location: Woolley. Cranks are different. Made for a pert good trail bike.
Steve I just picked up this 76 the other day. It runs great. Overall though, I'm pretty satisfied
with it. It should be a nice one to learn the basics on and maybe do a few things to clean it up
some. I really like the looks of TLtrials' bike above. I may try to work toward the look of his. I'd
like to do a few of the items on your list. I just found a manual on-line and none of the
maintenance items look too difficult, even for me. When you cleaned the centrifugal oil filter did
you need a new cover gasket? Mine fires right up first or second kick, warms up quickly and
idles fine, so for now I'll leave the points and carb alone. My forks seem to seep a very, very
little bit, so I may need to look into them before too long to. I'd be interested in finding out how
much trouble you have with the fork seals. I'd bet not much, but any info you want to pass along
would be appreciated. Steve Young , Jan 2, Good find! I have not done the fork seals yet, but
they do not look like they would be too much of a problem. I did replace the gasket when I
cleaned the oil filter. My cases looked like they haven't been split for years and the old gasket
was ripped etc. They are easy enough to work on if you are anyways mechanically minded. I
also downloaded a workshop manual online like yourself. Got my timing sorted out eventually. I
removed the ignition advancer and disassembled, turned it deg and re-fitted. Checked timing
with strobe light and it was close to perfect. If you need any help give us a shout. Cheers Steve.
TLtrials , Jan 2, LoneDave - Nice looking find. It even has the ever elusive right foot peg spring
for easier kick starting and the carburetor heat shield has not been broken off. It will be a good
platform modify how ever you want. Mine was a lot worse condition when I started, it was
stripped to the frame and start over bike. Steve - Glad to hear your ignition got sorted, sounded
like someone installed it bass ackwards. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? The Honda TL was a single
cylinder, four-stroke All motorcycle produced by Honda between and Claimed horsepower was
8. The engine was a air cooled single cylinder, four-stroke. Fuel was supplied via a overhead
cams ohc. It came with a 2. Stopping was achieved via expanding brake drum brake in the front
and a expanding brake drum brake in the rear. The TL Ihatovo was fitted with a 1. The bike
weighed just It was produced from till One color was available: Silver Metallic with Tahitian Red.
The fuel tank stripe is red and so are the "TL" side cover decals. The frame is dark gray metallic.
The engine was a 4-stroke single cylinder OHC displacing cc. It had a one-piece cylinder head.
The transmission was a 5-speed. The serial number began TL The gas tank stripe was blue. The
"TL" side cover decal was also blue. The frame was gloss black. The gas tank stripe was red.
The "TL" side cover decal was yellow, orange, and red. The gas tank stripe was orange. The
"TL" side cover decal was also orange. The engine was a cc OHC single cylinder with a 2-piece
cylinder head. The serial number began TLS From CycleChaos. Honda TL Manufacturer Honda.
Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can
help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need help. Categories : Trials
motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces
Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at
Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain. Front: expanding brake drum brake Rear: expanding brake

drum brake. Honda GN4 10W Make Honda. Model Trials TL This is a very cool Classic Trials TL !
Stop by and check it out. It had been sitting in a heated garage for several decades. I had it
running in but decided last fall to get a complete nine month frame-off restoration at a well
known restoration shop in Ohio. The 4-stroke engine was also rebuilt and always starts on the
first kick. I realize that this is expensive for this bike, but if you want most likely the best
example on the planet of a Honda TL , Honda's first production Trials motorbike, this is it. Give
me a call if you have any questions, thanks for looking at this really cool bike. Model Tl. Great
vintage trials bike. Located in Rochester Hills, Mi zip Hollywood, FL. Grants Pass, OR. Rocky
Ford, CO. Alamo Heights, TX. Gresham, OR. Ravenscroft, TN. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Trials Tl Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Honda Model Tl. Make Honda 3.
Category Beta Classic Motorcycles 2. State California 1 Colorado 1 Michigan 1 Pennsylvania 1.
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Replaces OEM All Black Diamond Stainless steel valves are impregnated by a special German
process to a depth of. This Black Diamond process improves wear properties, reduces friction,
and provides resistance to corrosion and wear that is superior to chrome and nickel electrolysis
plating. Each valve is designed using Finite Element Analysis software, and profiles are tested
on our computerized flow bench. Black Diamond Valves are lightweight, strong, one piece
forgings with profiles that provide excellent flow characteristics. Sold Each, Order the Quantity
you Require. High quality chrome switch designed to clean up the appearance of your bike
while allowing the use of a switch. Includes a contoured washer which allows for installations
on round surfaces such as handlebars or frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with 2X 20" wires.
Satin Black Die-Cast aluminum housing with a nylon throttle tube. Opens carbs up to 38mm.
Allen key included for assembly. Pull cable thread size is M10 x 1. Throttle is 6" total in length.
Warms up when the engine is running. Easy to use relay pr
generac 6334 wiring diagram
2010 subaru forester service manual
odyssy 2010
otected sealed controls. Rubber resistant to low temperatures and resists cracking. Easy install
with no gluing needed. Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID we continue shipping
orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily workplace sanitization to prevent the
spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during this time and we hope you and your
family stay safe. Login or Create an Account. Refine Search Results. Clutch Lever Honda TL
Brake Lever Honda TL Intake Valve Honda TL Universal Glas-Pak Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire
Valve Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet Link Clip Link Cam Chain Rivet Link Heated Grips Classic
Coke Bottle Grips Grips Amal Barrel Style Grips The names Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki
and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective corporation are stated for
reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market not OEM replacement parts
and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed companies.

